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marriage quite simply: "My marriage has been great. Sure there are challenges with the typical superintendent/teacher schedule differences, but family life is great. My family is my hobby."

Rick's dedication to his home life includes the usual renovation projects, inside and out, and daily tasks. He is also very busy following Maggie's extracurricular activities and growing his relationship with his wife Barb. Traver is also active at his home town church, Resurrection Lutheran, where among other volunteer actions he has been responsible as the Grounds Manager for quite some time. He just can't get away from wearing a different hat.

Yet, he has and does expand his personal horizons through a dedicated commitment to the MGCSA and the national GCSAA. A member of the state association since 1982, Rick was approached by Jim Nicol, CGCS and Superintendent at Hazeltine National Golf Club, in 1999 to participate on the MGCSA Board of Directors. Always willing to help, Traver accepted the challenge and has worked his way through the many committee chair and officer positions necessary as prerequisites to the Presidential position that he has held since 2008. "It has been a pleasure to serve with Rick on the MGCSA Board. He is dedicated, confident, and strong in integrity and character. The MGCSA leadership hat has fit him nicely," said Paul Diegnau CGCS at Keller Golf Course and Vice President of the state association.

Although not political in nature, Rick has been a consistent player and leader in the mix of MGCSA relationships for over a decade. On a national level, Rick attained his certification status through the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America in 1999. Traver cites three reasons for pursuing this accreditation; enlightenment, expansion of personal achievements and for fun.

However downplayed, Rick does indeed wear many hats, professionally, personally and voluntarily. Whether on the job, working at church, representing our association at state and national functions, managing Monticello Country Club or, and most importantly according to Rick, sharing time with his family, he is prepared to do it all with gusto. Just give him a moment to change his head gear and he will be ready to go.
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Dad's Hats

By Maggie and Barb Traver

When Rick comes home, he puts on his "husband hat." Besides manning the remote from his Lazy-boy, this involves many jobs around the house including managing the money, cleaning the gutters, taking out the trash, etc. One hat he never wears at home is that of chef. When it is Rick's night to cook we can count on eating out or pizza delivery. Another hat Rick never wears at home is that of "Lawn Care professional." Very early in our marriage he negotiated a deal with me that if I mowed the lawn all summer he would shovel the snow all winter. That has been a sweet deal for me as I am a teacher and I love to be outdoors as much as I can in the summer. I only question why every time Rick attends the GCSAA convention without me there is a huge snowstorm in the Midwest. Rick does get into turf mode to help out at our church where he faithfully manages the weeds, oversees the irrigation system and even mows on occasion. This summer, Rick put on his "landscaper hat" and built us a beautiful paver patio and path which we really enjoy.

When Rick puts on his "dad hat" he acts tough but he really is a marshmallow. Dad is sometimes Maggie's fashion critic. This is met with a teenage huff as she quickly lets him know what is the latest trend now and not in the 70s and 80s when he was a kid. He puts on his "teacher hat" to help with homework, especially algebra and while his method for solving the problem may not involve the "new math." He usually comes up with the correct answer. He is also an awesome story teller and both Maggie and I enjoy a good bedtime story when he reads to our family at night. While he would like to think he wears the wii crown, he has been knocked down a peg or two by Maggie in wii tennis and by me in wii bowling. He is very supportive of Maggie's activities and tries to attend her events whether that be a piano recital, band concert, choir concert, dance competition, church play, or cross country meet (he hasn't volunteered to run with her however). You would have all enjoyed seeing him put on his dancing hat or should I say shoes, when he participated in the Father-daughter dance last spring. He even gave the audience something to look at with a little butt wiggle as the group waited for the music to start.
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Rick in his office at Monticello Country Club.